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Without the use of digital signature or digital watermark, video passive forensics only
utilizes the statistical characteristics of digital video to verify its integrity and authenticity.
For frame-based video tampering, it usually suffers from double MPEG compression. In this
paper, a motion-compensated edge artifact (MCEA) based passive forensics scheme is
proposed for detecting frame-based video manipulation. It exploits the MCEA difference
between adjacent P frames, and the decision is made by judging whether there are any
spikes in the Fourier transform domain after double MPEG compression. Experimental
results show that the proposed approach is effective for frame-based tampering, such as
adding/deleting frames and GOP structure change, and can predict the GOP structure of
original video.

ª 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With the wide availability of digital video camera and
the prevalence of video sharing websites, digital videos are
playing important roles in our daily life. Meanwhile, it is
becoming much easier to manipulate and tamper digital
video without leaving any visual clues with the continuous
development of advanced video editing tools (Rocha et al.,
2011). As a consequence, various video forgery operations
for malicious purposes are more common than ever. There
is an urgent need to develop effective forensics techniques
for exposing those malicious video manipulations (Chuang
et al., 2011). The conventional active methods must embed
digital signature or digital watermark into video data in
advance to verify its origin or authenticity. Passive video
forensics aims at providing tools to support blind investi-
gation because it utilizes only the statistical characteristics
of digital video itself. Therefore, passive video forensics
does not assume any a-priori knowledge about the original
.
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video, which appeals the research efforts in the field of
information security.

Digital video can be regarded as an extension of digital
image in the time axis. Though there are many works about
digital image forensics, the research on digital video foren-
sics is still in its infancy. The reasons are summarized as
follows. First, the tampering of digital video is more
sophisticated and time-consuming than digital image.
Furthermore, due to the large amount of video data, it is
usually encoded before storage and transmission. As a result,
it is more difficult for video forensics. Second, since digital
video has an additional temporal dimension, this brings
some forgery operations specific to digital video, such as
frame-based tampering. In this paper, we put emphasis on
the passive forensics for detecting frame-based tampering.

For anMPEG video, it is usually re-saved in MPEG format
after tamperingoperations. This leads to the so-called double
MPEG compression in video forensics. In the literature, there
are already several kinds of approaches for detecting double
MPEG compression. The most representative algorithm
proposed by Wang and Farid (2006) exploits the static and
temporal artifacts introduced by doubleMPEG compression.
I frame is viewed as a static image which is similarly
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subjected to JPEG encoding, and the double JPEG compres-
siondetectionalgorithm isdirectlyextended todoubleMPEG
compression detection. In the temporal domain, it has been
stated that motion compensation errors for P-frames are
a function over time exhibiting a periodic pattern after frame
deletions and recompression. However, this property can
only be exploited with some constrains: The number of
deleted frames must be multiple times of frame number in
a GOP (Group of Picture), and theGOP structuremust be kept
during tampering. For the detection of GOP structure change
in video tampering, Qin et al. (2010) propose a blind forensics
technique based on GOP abnormality. It utilizes the Fourier
analysis of motion errors. It is effective for the detection of
video splicing. Luo et al. (2008) present a feature curve to
reveal the compression history of an MPEG video file with
a givenGOP structure, and use the temporal patterns of block
artifacts as evidence to detect tampering. Su and Zhang
(2009) utilizes the motion-compensated edge artifacts
(MCEA) for the exposing of digital video forgery. However, it
needs a hard threshold factor a to detect frame-deleting
forgery. Moreover, at least three P frames must be deleted.
This seriously constrains its adaptability in practice.

MPEG-2 video system adopts a hybrid coding structure,
which integrates these three classical techniques: prediction
coding, transform coding and entropy coding. When coarse
quantization is combined with motion compensation
prediction, theblockingartifactspropagate from I-frames into
subsequent frames and accumulate. This will cause struc-
tured high frequency noise. The MCEA involves high
frequency noise within those blocks in every P frame. In one
GOP, theP frames’MCEAsarenon-decreasing. Byobservation,
we found that the frame-based forgery operations, such as
adding frames, deleting frames or changing the GOP struc-
ture, will make the MCEAs of adjacent P frames larger, and
they are shown as a periodic characteristics. In this paper,
a MCEA based passive forensics scheme is proposed for
frame-based video tampering. It is in fact an improved algo-
rithmon Su’swork (Su and Zhang, 2009) for detecting double
MPEG compression. The block diagram of the proposed
approach is illustrated in Fig. 1. The MCEA difference
sequences between adjacent P frames are exploited to judge
whether there are any spikes in the Fourier transformdomain
afterdoubleMPEGcompression. Themaincontributionof the
proposed approach is that it overcomes the shortcomings of
the hard threshold in the Su’s work (Su and Zhang, 2009). It
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed approach.
can not only detect the frame adding/deleting operations, but
also is effective for the forensics of GOP structure change.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, the MPEG-2 video codec and re-compression process are
briefly introduced. Section 3 discusses the calculation of
the P frame’sMCEA and its application for forensics. Section
3 presents the proposed video tampering detection algo-
rithm. Experimental results are reported in Section 5, and
conclusions and future work are given in Section 6.

2. MPEG-2 codec and double MPEG compression

MPEG videos are compressed by removing both the
temporal redundancy and spatial redundancy. In the
general MPEG architecture, there are three types of frames
in video encoding: I (intra-coded) frame, P (forward
predictive coded) frame and B (bi-directionally predictive
coded) frame. LetN be the total number of frames in a given
GOP structure, andM be theminimum distance between P-
frames. For example, the GOP structure shown in Fig. 2 can
be represented as (N ¼ 12, M ¼ 3).

Due to the complexity of bitstream syntax and the high
correlations between adjacent frames, it is difficult to
manipulate the MPEG video directly in compressed
domain. For the video forgery operations, they usually
decode the input video stream into frames, and then re-
encode the forged video frames into MPEG. Therefore, the
falsified video often suffers from the double MPEG
compression. In this paper, we investigate two types of
frame-based tampering and their re-compression.
2.1. Re-compression after deleting/adding frames

Fig. 3 shows an example of MPEG re-compression after
frame deletion. The original video sequence is compressed
with a GOP structure of (N ¼ 15, M ¼ 3). After deleting 6
consecutive frames, the rest frames are re-encoded with
the same GOP structure. Apparently, some frames have
changed their types because of frame deletion and re-
compression. For example, the third P frame (marked in
red) in each GOP is in fact I frame of previous GOP in
original sequences. The change of frame types and double
MPEG-2 compression will lead to some changes in the
statistical characteristics of P frame, which can be used as
clues for tampering detection. The most common clues
used in existing work include block artifacts (Luo et al.,
2008), motion errors (Su and Zhang, 2009), motion
vectors (Qin et al., 2010), prediction residuals (Xiong et al.,
2008) and pattern noises (Wang et al., 2008).
2.2. Re-compression with changing GOP structure

Fig. 4 shows an example of re-compression with the
GOP structure change. The original sequence is encoded
with GOP (12, 3), and then it is re-compressed with GOP
(15, 3). It can be seen that some P frames in the re-
compressed sequences are derived from I frames in the
original GOP, and this derivation is periodic. Therefore, it
can be used to detect whether an MPEG file has been
double compressed or not. Furthermore, if the original GOP



Fig. 2. A GOP structure (N ¼ 12, M ¼ 3).
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structure can be conjectured or calculated from the re-
compressed video, it will be desirable for forensic.

3. The calculation of MCEA and its application in
forensics

For typical in video codec, when coarse quantization is
combined with motion compensation prediction, the
blocking artifacts propagate from I-frames into subsequent
frames. It causes structured high frequency noise that is no
longer located at block boundaries. These kind of motion-
compensated edge artifacts (MCEA) are referred to be false
edges, and their energies accumulate in eachGOP (Leontaris
et al., 2007). As a no-reference video quality metrics, MCEA
is proposed to measure the impairment of motion
compensated edge artifacts. It is an energy-based approach,
using both compressed bitstream information and decoded
pixels. In this paper, MCEA is introduced into video foren-
sics. As what illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, when some frames
are deleted or the GOP structure is changed during video
forgery operations, the additional high frequency noise will
increase. In the following, we firstly make a brief introduc-
tion on how to compute the MCEA values of P frame.
3.1. The computation of P frame’s MCEA

The energy of MCEA is calculated on a block basis. The
following terminologies are defined for simplicity.

T: the set of all 8 � 8 blocks in a frame;
Cn
s ði; jÞ: the received DCT coefficient at location (i,j) in an

8 � 8 block s of frame n (s˛T);
mn

s ði; jÞ: the measured DCT coefficient obtained from the
reconstructed frame;
sns ði; jÞ: a DCT coefficient from a block in the original source
frame;
pns ði; jÞ: a DCT coefficient from the motion-compensated
prediction block.
Fig. 3. The MPEG re-compression after deleting 6 frames. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
We consider the set N of all AC DCT coefficients. The
encoder compresses and transmits the prediction residuals
sns ði; jÞ � pns ði; jÞ with available bits, resulting in quantized
residuals cns ði; jÞ, which help reduce prediction errors. The
transmitted residual DCT energy is

Cn
s ¼

X
ði;jÞ˛N

�
cns ði; jÞ

�2 (1)

and the measured DCT energy is

Mn
s ¼

X
ði;jÞ˛N

�
mn

s ði; jÞ
�2 (2)

Using the measured DCT coefficients in the reconstruc-
tion process of mn

s ði; jÞ and the received coefficients cns ði; jÞ,
the energy Pn

s in the prediction block can be exactly
computed as follows:

Pn
s ¼

X
ði;jÞ˛N

�
mn

s ði; jÞ � cns ði; jÞ
�2 (3)

Given the decoded pixels and the compressed bitstream,
Pn
s , M

n
s and Cn

s are known. MCEA is designed as a non-
reference metric that estimates the percentage of high-
frequency energy in Mn

s , which is not part of the original
image content.

For a given block s in frame n, let s(s) be the set of (up to)
four on-grid blocks in frame n � 1 that are used to predict
block s, and u(b) be the weighting coefficient for block b,
b˛s(s). Then, the energy Ens can be estimated as follows.

En
s ¼

X
b˛sðsÞ

uðbÞ
X
ði;jÞ˛N

�
mn�1

b ði; jÞ
�2

(4)

It approximates the energy content of the source block s
in current frame. The recursive per-block MCEA energy
metric is obtained as follows:

mn
s ¼ �

Pn
s � En

s

�� Cn
s þ

X
b˛sðsÞ

uðbÞmn�1
b (5)

For thewhole frame n, its MCEA is the average of mn
s for all

the blocks. That is,

MCEA ¼
P
s˛T

mn
s

Mn
(6)



Fig. 4. The original GOP (12, 3) re-encode to GOP (15, 3).
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where Mn ¼ P
s˛T

Mn
s is the measured energy content of the

entire frame n. The P frames’MCEA can be calculated by the
Formula (6). It increases with the distance d from the most
recent I-frame in one GOP.

3.2. The application of MCEA into video forensics

The clues for video forensics include intrinsic finger-
prints left by in-camera operations and extrinsic artifacts
left by the signal processing process of video tampering.
Blocking artifacts, ringing artifacts and blurriness are the
most common artifacts for digital forensics. In this paper,
we investigate the quality degradations of P frame via
MCEA caused by double compression. The adopted no-
reference metric (MCEA) does not require any informa-
tion about the original video, thusmay allowing an efficient
and passive scheme for frame-based video tampering.

For the frame deletion operation, it leads to the decrease
of temporal distance for adjacent frames in the re-encoded
video sequence. As a result, the motion compensated errors
will be bigger. In Fig. 3, we observe that the third P frame of
a GOP in re-encoded video sequence comes from I frame in
the original GOP. Therefore, the MCEA distribution of P-
frames in one GOP is directly influenced because the coding
types change between I frame and P frame. This provides
useful clues for tamper detection. In the Su’s work (Su and
Zhang, 2009), an impact factor a as Equation (7) is defined
to represent the change of P-frame’s MCEA distribution in
a GOP. MCEAi, MCEAiþ1, MCEAiþ2 denote the MCEA values
of the first, second and third P-frame in a GOP, respectively.

a ¼
��MCEAiþ2 �MCEAiþ1��
jMCEAiþ1 �MCEAij

(7)

We have repeated the experiments in (Su and Zhang,
2009) to test the effectiveness of impact factor a. Two test
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Fig. 5. MCEA value sequences of adjacen
video sequences, Carphone and Hall are selected for
experiments (Testing samples). The original YUV sequences
are encoded into MPEG video with GOP (15, 3), and then
the a in each GOP is computed. After deleting 6 frames, the
factor a in each GOP is also calculated in the re-encoded
MPEG video. The experimental results are illustrated in
Fig. 5. In the first row of (a) and (b), the left is the MCEA
values of each P frames in the original MPEG video, the
right is the correspondent impact factor a in each GOP.
After deleting 6 frames, the factor a in each GOP is also
calculated in the re-encoded MPEG video. Similarly, in the
second row of (a) and (b), the left is the MCEA values of
each P frames in tampered MPEG video, the right is the
correspondent impact factor a in each GOP. Apparently, the
factor a might exceed the range (0.5, 2) for true video, and
the factor a of tampered video might falls in this scope as
well. Therefore, it is difficult judge whether the video
frames have been tampered simply by a factor a. Further-
more, the calculation of a needs at least three P frames in
one GOP. It will fail for those video with only 2 frames in
a GOP, such as becomes ineffective in only two P frames,
such as GOP (9, 3).
4. The proposed forensics approach for frame
tampering detection

4.1. The FFT of MCEA difference

For one GOP (N, M), the number of P frames Np is N/
M � 1. According to the Formula (6), the MCEA values of all
the P frames can be calculated, and a difference sequence
DM is defined as the difference of MCEA between adjacent
P frames.

DM ¼ MCEAi �MCEAiþ1
; i˛

�
1;Np � 1

�
(8)
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Fig. 7. The simplified GOP structure change during re-compression. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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For all the GOP groups in a sequence, their difference
sequence dM can be computed. The change of dM is rela-
tively steady. However, the double recompression after
frame manipulation or changing the GOP structure brings
greater motion compensation errors of P frame. Since the
adjacent P frames might come from different GOP in the
original sequence, some kinds of transitions will occur in
their DM. Moreover, they periodically occur in the whole
sequence. There will appear apparent peak spikes in the
spectrum after discrete Fourier transform. Fig. 6 gives the
experimental results of the Fourier transform spectrum for
real video sequences and the forged sequence after frame
deletion according to Fig. 3. Apparently, the Fourier trans-
form spectrum is relatively smooth, yet there are obvious
spikes in the tampered video. The spikes in the FFT spec-
trum are important and useful clues for the forensics of
frame-based manipulation. When there are spikes, further
judgment is to determine the tampering operation is
frame-deleting or changing the GOP structure. For the re-
compression after deleting frames, there is only a periodic
pattern and the main peak is 1/(Np � 1). For the re-
compression with GOP structure change, there are several
cycles that present multi-spikes in spectrum. Therefore, it
can be used as a clue to predict the original GOP structure
before tampering. It is discussed in next section.

4.2. Calculate the original GOP structure

For the GOP structure change in the video tampering
process, the positions of P frames between adjacent GOP
will change. Consequently, there occur multiple spikes in
the Fourier spectrum. Without loss of generality, we
suppose that the original GOP (N1, M1) is changed to GOP
(N2, M2) in the double MPEG compression. In Fig. 4, an
example of the GOP structure change is illustrated. In order
to explain the pattern of re-compressionmore clearly, the B
frames in Fig. 4 can be omitted as Fig. 7. Then, the deduction
of original GOP structure can be simplified as follows.

The GOP lengths are 12 and 15 before and after re-
compression, respectively. That is, N1 ¼ 12 and N2 ¼ 15.
According to the principle of least common multiple, it is
easy to find the value of K as follows:

K ¼ ½N1;N2�=N2 (9)

[N1, N2] is the least common multiples of N1 and N2. Let
{d11, d12, d13, d21, d22, d23,..} represent the MCEA differ-
ence sequence. Due to those P frames (marked in red) in the
re-compressed sequence, the stationary difference
sequences appear a transition. For example, d13 is one kind
of difference transition, which again appears in d53, and this
transition periodically occurs in the whole sequence. The
period T0 is equal to 3*K in the Fig. 7, that is K*(Np � 1).
There will appear apparent peak spikes in the FFT
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Fig. 9. The FFT magnitude of MCEA difference sequence for the original sequence and frame-deleted video.

Table 1
The main frequency of different GOP structure re-compression and the
period T0.

Re-compression Main frequency T0 [N1,
N2]

GOP(12,3)-GOP(15,3) 0.0833, 0.4167, 0.500,
0.5833, 0.9167

12 60

GOP(9,3)-GOP(15,3) 0.2167, 0.4500,
0.5500, 0.7833

9 45

GOP(15,3)-GOP(9,3) 0.2000, 0.4000,
0.6000, 0.8000

5 45

GOP(12,3)-GOP(9,3) 0.2500, 0. 5000, 0.7500 4 36
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spectrum, and its corresponding frequency can be
expressed as Formula (10):

f0 ¼ 1
T0

¼ N2
½N1;N2�

� 1
Np � 1

(10)

In all cases, the other spikes appear in the multiplication
times of f0, shown in Fig. 8. The left figure represents the
MCEA values of each P frames in re-compression
sequences, the right figure represents its FFT spectrum of
MCEA difference, and it is showed that f0 ¼ 1/12 ¼ 0.0833.
Therefore, the source GOP structure can be deduced by
finding the greatest common divisor of all the spikes’
frequencies. The other case of changing GOP structure re-
compression can be conducted in a similar way.
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Fig. 10. The magnitude of MCEA different value of FFT of changing GOP structure re-compression.
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Fig. 10. (Continued)
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5. Experimental results

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
approach, four typical test video sequences are selected for
experiments (Testing samples). They are Carphone,
Container, Hall and Mobile (in CIF and QCIF format). Among
them, Container and Hall represent those video sequences
with nearly static background or simple motions, whereas
Carphone and Mobile represents those video sequences
with acute motion. The MPEG-2 codec by MPEG Software
Simulation Group (MSSG) http://www.mpeg.org/MPEG/
video is utilized in our experiments to generate MPEG
streams.

The original GOP structure is GOP (15, 3). Then, the 3rd,
6th, 9th, 12th and 15th frames are deleted from original
video and re-encoded with the same GOP structure. The
FFT spectrums of MCEA difference sequence are computed
for both true video and tampered video, which is shown in
Fig. 9. There is an obvious spike appear at a particular
frequency 1/(Np � 1) for the frame deleting at integer
multiples of M. It should note that for the artifacts left by
deleting N frames, there are no spikes because no P frames
is moved from one GOP to another.

In addition, we do some experiments for the changes of
GOP structure, to further prove the effectiveness of the
proposed approach. There are four groups of experiments:
GOP (12, 3) andGOP (9, 3) to GOP (15, 3), GOP (12, 3) andGOP
(15,3) toGOP (9, 3), respectively. Theexperimental results are
shown in Fig. 10. Apparently, all the spikes occur at multiple
times of spectrum frequency. The original GOP structure can
be deduced by finding the greatest common divisor by
Formula (8). The results are summarized in Table 1. Please
note that for the predictionof originalGOPstructure, theM in
the GOP structure should be the same.

For all the experiment results in Figs. 9 and 10, it is
found that the amplitudes of spikes are usually at least 3
times bigger than the adjacent amplitude in Fourier spec-
trum. Therefore, we are motivated to use a simple but
effective threshold selectionmethod. If there is amplitude 3
times bigger than the average, we will judge it as a spike.

Compare to the Su’s work (Su and Zhang, 2009), our
approach can overcome the shortcoming of hard threshold
selection. Moreover, it can detect the double MPEG
compression with different GOP structure.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a MCEA-based passive forensics scheme is
proposed for frame-based video tampering. It exploits the
MCEA difference between adjacent P frames, and judges
whether there are any spikes in the Fourier transform
domain after double MPEG compression. Experimental
results on several test sequences show that the proposed
scheme is effective for the forensics of deleting integer
multiple M in GOP (N, M) and the GOP structure change in
double MPEG compression. Furthermore, it can deduce the
original GOP structure. For the future research, the influ-
ence of B frame to the MCEAs of P frames in double
compressed video is not investigated in this paper. It
remains an open issue to be further resolved. In addition,
the proposed approach can be theoretically extended to
other video coding standard such as H.264/AVC, since they
all utilize the block-based hybrid coding framework. Yet,
special coding tools and features such as multiple inter/
intra prediction modes and integer transform are intro-
duced into H.264/AVC. It is worthy of further investigation
of the MCEA distribution in the H.264/AVC video stream.
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